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I’m writing this while sitting 
in an airport terminal, 
waiting for my flight to 
board after a 6-day trip 
back to the Midwest to 
visit family and friends. 
This is only the second time 
I’ve gone back to visit 
since moving to the valley 
back in June of ’06, and 
once I get there, there’s 

also a fair amount of driving involved. My 
family lives in southeastern Indiana, but I 
moved here from Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
about 4½ hours further north. So, if I want to 
visit both, I have to rent a car. I would nor-
mally be a little concerned about this addi-
tional expense (I don’t have a very big 
travel budget!), but because of the type of 
business I’m in, I can actually make money to 
pay for the trip while I’m on the trip!  
 
I tuned 2 pianos for former customers while I 
was in Michigan, and that was more than 
enough to cover my car rental. I could have 
tuned more, but I didn’t want to fill up too 
much of my visit time with work. Back when I 
lived in Michigan, I made an annual “tuning 
trip” to my Indiana hometown. I had my mom 
put an ad in the local classifieds that “The 
Piano Tuner is Coming!”, along with her local 
phone number. She would book my appoint-
ments for me, and I had a full week of day-
time tunings when all of my family was at 
work. As I continued this tradition, I built up 
enough regular clients in my hometown that I 
didn’t even advertise – I just called or 
emailed my repeat customers and filled up 
the week’s schedule with them. The trip itself 
is tax deductible because it’s a business trip, 
plus I got paid a full week’s worth of tunings! 
Because I drove on that trip, I was able to 
take all kinds of additional supplies and 
equipment, and so I did everything from Pi-

ano Lifesaver® installations to string re-
pairs and regulation. 
 
Now that I have to fly to the Midwest, I 
can’t take everything I need to do all that 
extra stuff, but for this trip I just threw in 
my tuning hammer, a few mutes, some 
humidifier pads and my pitch source, and 
I paid for my car! How cool is it that we 
have that much flexibility and control in 
our profession? I can’t think of many other 
professions that would be so “portable.” 
 
That’s only one perk of our profession. 
We can set our own schedule, wield our 
tuning hammer for some extra cash al-
most anywhere, and not have to be in the 
“Dilbert” world of corporate crud and 
office politics. Our “office” is in a 
(usually) comfy, cozy home with interest-
ing things to look at, and occasionally a 
tempting scent of fresh-baked cookies 
wafting from the next room. And, we can 
decide to take our “office” on the road, 
either for a change of scene or to help 
defray the cost of the trip. Now that’s 
cool! 
 
I am certainly not the first to have done 
this sort of thing. I know of other techni-
cians who take their basic tuning tools 
with them on almost any trip, and when 
they get bored sitting in a hotel room or 
have had their fill of that annoying family 
member, they go find a local piano store 
and show up, tools in hand, to see if they 
can tune a few. Your PTG membership 
card can help open doors like this to you.  
No matter where you go, your member-
ship in the Guild tells customers and piano 
dealers that you’re committed to quality 
work and ethical business practices. That’s 
PTG – making visits to the in-laws toler-
able for over 50 years!  
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Our Previous Meeting 
On October 6th, the Phoenix 
Chapter voted for the use of funds 
to make two improvements to our 
chapter’s operations. The purchase 
of a multimedia projector was 
approved, not to exceed $1,700.  
We also approved the establish-
ment of a web domain and hosting 
for a new chapter website, which 
should cost under $100 per year. 
 
The new member application for 
Yasuhiro  Nakashima was pre-
sented, and approved by vote. He 
is now our newest member. 

 
Scott Helms, RPT presented the 
technical session on Appraisals and 
Evaluations. This lesson covered the 
techniques and challenges faced 
when determining a piano’s value 
or repair costs, in the context of the 
piano’s intended purpose. 

Equally important to selecting the 
right approach and methods is eti-
quette; knowing what is appropri-
ate for the customer and for main-
taining a good professional reputa-
tion. Thanks, Scott, for this incredi-
bly helpful session! 

Rick Florence, RPT will share the techniques 
and skills that can turn good piano work into 
stellar piano work.  
 
Rick’s voicing classes at the National PTG 
Conventions are held in high regard and 
widely recognized. We are especially fortunate 
to have this learning opportunity in our local 
chapter, so be sure not to miss out! 

Our Next Meeting                 Technical Session: Hands-On Voicing & Tone Building 

Monday, November 3, 2008 
              At  7:30 PM 
 
Arizona Piano 
4134 E. Wood St.  Suite 200 
Phoenix, AZ  85040 

From the Treasurer's desk.

 

Checkbook balance: $2249.55  due to a $14.00 service charge.  
Savings balance: $10,956.95   -Wendell 
                         "A fool and his money are soon parted." 
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From the Editor      
Happy Halloween, everyone! It’s time to 
put on creepy costumes and scare each 
other. Boo! I played in a few rock 
bands in the 1980s, but I never had the 
proper hair for it until now ($15 on 
eBay).  On the topic of “fuzzy stuff,” I 
just reshaped a set of hammers, and I’m 
reminded of one of the benefits of pi-
ano work:  We instantly see and hear 

the results of our efforts, and know that we made a differ-
ence at the end of the day.  Also, we can always learn 
interesting, new ways to improve our skills. Our chapter 
meeting technical sessions exist for that purpose, and this 
next meeting will hold great value for those who attend. 

Chapter news:  I’ve set up the hosting for our new chapter website, and 
started on the basic layout and appearance. It will be a work in pro-
gress during the next year. Some website content will be public. Other 
areas of the site will require chapter members to log in. There are many 
possibilities, and perhaps we can 
use our email list to discuss them. 

This new site is all about communi-
cation. It will give us a way to tell 
the surrounding community who 
we are. It will also help us to 
build our own membership com-
munity. I have some ideas for the 
site, but I want to hear yours, too. 

Mark Purney, RPT 

Technical Notes:  Voicing  (Excerpts from the PTG Journal, Nov. 2002 Q&A Roundtable) 
from the shoulders with-
out much tonal change. 
You can be needling 
away, but nothing is 
happening. Wrong. Yes, 
the shoulders are now 
moving but unsuppor-
tive. My opinion is that 
the shoulders on most 
hot pressed or hard 
hammers are not that 
strong or supportive of 
the middle of the ham-
mer anyway, so don’t 
overdo it. In the hot 
pressed hammer, the 
top and directly under-
neath down to the mold-
ing is still the hardest 
zone of the hammer. 
The sizzle sound comes 
largely from string com-

pression marks and too much felt stiffness clear down to the 
molding. The felt is not moving. The clang sound comes from the 
correct stiffness in the middle, and the boom comes from the 
shoulders and felt over and around the top of the molding being 
less than stone hard – something like the stiffness of a small Su-
perball™, if you wish to have a visual picture. So when you 
deep needle through the top and also just at the ends of the 
string marks at the appropriate time in the process, you affect all 
three elements of the sound – sizzle, clang and boom (see Figure 
2). This is achievable with a minimum of needle strokes and the 
effect is far more permanent than shallow needling. Sustain will 
improve as well as tonal balance and overall clarity. This tech-
nique is probably not detrimental up to 4-8 strokes. More than 
that will (could) weaken the hammer and the tone will remain a 
bit mushy (or dark). Not to worry. If you do nothing and the pi-
ano plays back in, the sound will recover (usually) to a very nice 
level. Or use fine sandpaper (400-600) over the top to file off 
loose fibers and massage the top, which repacks the felt. Iron, 
tap with the back of your voicing tool, etc., to re-compact the 
felt. Light juice a very last choice. Hey, it’s not that dangerous. 
Shallow needling should be reserved for just minor cleaning up 
of the sound. I rarely do it myself.  

Today, I tried something which I’m not sure is an “approved” 
method, but I tried it anyway. The victim is a Kawai GS-30, which 
needed hammer re-shaping and voicing. There was a lot of sizzle 
(for lack of a better word) at fff dynamic on various notes. I knew 
that sugar coating was a temporary fix, so I tried using a single 
needled tool, deep needling twice on either side of the strike 
point, around 10:00, then one deep needle per side into the side 
of the hammer, as close to the strike point without seeing the nee-
dle. This gave favorable results, actually darn good results. The 
reason I tried this is because I thought I had read something on 
Pianotech regarding this technique, not as an alternative to sugar 
coating, but rather as a tool we should have in our arsenal of 
voicing techniques. It didn’t “feel” like I was doing any damage to 
the hammer; was I? An accomplished pianist plays this piano, and 
he wants my services on a regular basis (at least twice a year), so 
I will be keeping an eye out for longevity of what I did. Any com-
ments?  Phil Bondi Sarasota-Ft.Myers, FL  
 
David Andersen     If you imagine a triangle with its apex at 
the strike point, with rather steep sides, like a steeple, this is an 
area you may not want to be sticking deep needles into. How-
ever, in my experience, putting an 11mm (0.43 in.) needle all 
the way in along the sides of the triangle, starting almost at the 
strike point and at a 15 or 20 degree angle away from the 
center of the hammer – 3 or 4 stitches, front and back – makes 
a beautiful and “permanent” difference in tone (see Figure 1). 
We can all be heroes by needling in the string cuts, but the hero 
worship only lasts about an hour and a half of serious playing; 
then it’s back to broken glass and that disgusting nasally 
”twang” that we all know and loathe.  
 
Dale Erwin, RPT   There is a reason your results were more 
favorable by going deep with a couple strokes rather than the 
more temporary method of (sugar or top coating) shallow 
strokes in the strike point. You’re changing the string contact 
time and the shape of the traveling wave that has in it the en-
coded tonal information. Neat, huh? Also practice using the sin-
gle needle technique as a felt density probe. There is a feel 
that can be developed with practice as to when a spot in the 
hammer is too hard or not. This is a very effective tool. On hard 
(or very stiff) hammers it’s possible to over-needle the shoulders 
and still have too much sizzle (high metallic partials) and not 
enough clang (middle  partials) or boom (lower partials). Since 
the whole hammer is to act as a variable rate spring, the 
method of excess shoulder needling simply disconnects the top 
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11mm Needles 

No Needling 
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Map to our next meeting 
Monday, Nov. 3rd at 7:30 PM 
       AZ Piano 
       4134 E. Wood St. Suite 200 
       Phoenix, AX 85040 

All expressions of opinion and all statements of supposed facts in this letter are published on the authority of the authors listed and are not to be regarded as ex-
pressing the views of the Phoenix Chapter or the Piano Technicians Guild unless such statements or opinions have been adopted by the Phoenix Chapter or the Guild.  


